Proton transfer along 1D chains of water molecules inside carbon nanotubes is studied by simulations. Ab initio molecular dynamics and an empirical valence bond model yield similar structures and time scales. The proton mobility along 1D water chains exceeds that in bulk water by a factor of 40, but is reduced if orientational defects are present. Excess protons interact with hydrogen-bonding defects through long-range electrostatics, resulting in coupled motion of protons and defects.
Proton transfer along 1D chains of water molecules inside carbon nanotubes is studied by simulations. Ab initio molecular dynamics and an empirical valence bond model yield similar structures and time scales. The proton mobility along 1D water chains exceeds that in bulk water by a factor of 40, but is reduced if orientational defects are present. Excess protons interact with hydrogen-bonding defects through long-range electrostatics, resulting in coupled motion of protons and defects. DOI Proton conduction through membranes is fundamental to many biological and technological processes ranging from ATP synthesis to electrical power generation in hydrogen fuel cells [1, 2] . One-dimensional (1D) chains of hydrogen bonded water molecules provide excellent conductors for protonic currents through pores across membranes. Protons can hop from one water molecule to the next via a Grotthuss mechanism [3] , resulting in transport of charge defects rather than individual protons. No water molecules are displaced, and the mobility of an excess proton along chains of hydrogen bonded water molecules is high [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , in particular, along 1D ordered ''water wires'' in porelike environments [8, 9] . Here, we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate proton transport through a water-filled carbon nanotube as a model for 1D proton conduction. Recent experiments [10] and MD simulations [11] showed that water can fill nanotubes. We show here that protons move rapidly along the single file of oriented water observed in Ref. [11] , limited in mobility by long-range Coulomb interactions with hydrogen-bonding defects.
The excess proton, or charge defect, in a water wire can occur in a continuum of configurations between the 1D equivalents of the Eigen (H 3 O ) [ Fig. 1 2 ). Two ordered chains of hydrogen bonded water molecules emanate from the charge defect, thus providing proton transfer routes in both directions. Transfer routes through equally oriented water molecules are interrupted by hydrogen-bonding defects in the water wire where chains of opposite orientation meet [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. Because of their similarity with Bjerrum point defects occurring in hexagonal ice [12] we call these orientational hydrogen-bonding defects D defect [ Fig. 1(b) ] and L defect [ Fig. 1(c) ]. Hydrogen bonds point toward a D defect in 1D, and away from an L defect. As in ice [13] , the energy of the defect is lowered by the presence of an intervening water molecule. This leaves the number of hydrogen bonds unchanged relative to the defect-free chain, and the energetics is essentially determined by electrostatic interactions.
Transport of D and L defects, unlike that of an excess proton, requires reorientation of water molecules and hence breaking and formation of hydrogen bonds [8] . Orientational defects should thus have a small diffusion constant and could form effective barriers for rapid proton conduction. The natural system to study the coupled motion of excess protons and orientational defects is 1D periodic along the axis of the pore. A D defect will form where the two oppositely oriented water chains meet that originate at the excess charge. We have studied such systems with MD simulations using two different potential energy surfaces. In Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) [14, 15] simulations, we include electronic degrees of freedom at the level of density-functional theory for both water and the carbon nanotube. More 
extensive sampling is possible with the simpler multistate empirical valence bond (EVB) model developed by Voth and collaborators [6, 16] , which has been shown to accurately describe protonic conductivity in liquid water.
In the CPMD simulation, a (6,6) armchair-type carbon nanotube with 144 carbon atoms per unit cell was oriented along the z direction. Six water molecules and an excess proton were added into the nanotube. The resulting simulation box of lengths L x L y 14:28 A and L z 15:10 A was periodically replicated [17] . Figure 2 shows the correlation function for the excess charge to reside at the same oxygen at times 0 and t, calculated from a 3.5 ps trajectory, after a 3 ps equilibration period. The oxygen holding the excess proton was defined as the oxygen atom with three hydrogen atoms closer to it than to any other oxygen atom. Also shown is the result of an EVB simulation with corresponding setup. We find that the EVB model nicely reproduces the CPMD correlation function for very short times (< 50 fs) and also in the picosecond time range. (Note that the correlation function obtained from the CPMD simulation has large uncertainties because of the short trajectory length.)
In our EVB simulations the effect of the tube is modeled by an axisymmetric potential, Vr, acting only on water oxygens, with r their distance from the tube axis [20] . The resulting proton correlation function Ct is nearly identical to that obtained for an atomistic carbon nanotube model, and agrees well with the CPMD result (Fig. 2) . The main effect of the nanotube is thus to confine water into a narrow cylindrical pore.
We use a lattice sum to calculate the electrostatic energy in the 1D-periodic system, analogous to Ewald summation in 3D systems but expanded in terms of polygamma functions [21] . With Voth's EVB model, we carried out molecular dynamics simulations of 1D periodic systems with N 12, 24, 36, and 48 water molecules [22] . In each simulation we determined the distribution Pz of the distance z between the excess proton and the D defect. The excess charge was located using the center of charge [23], i.e., the position of the hydronium oxygen averaged over all EVB states. The D defect was localized by searching for a water molecule accepting two hydrogen bonds and donating none.
Free energies of interaction between the excess proton and the D defect from the EVB simulations are presented in the top panel of Fig. 3 . A minimum at z L=2, the largest possible distance, implies that the excess proton and the defect effectively repel each other. Furthermore, the shape of the distributions indicates that the effective repulsion of excess charge and D defect is long ranged.
The lattice model depicted in the inset of Fig. 3 quantitatively captures the interaction energetics between excess proton and D defect in the periodic tube. Electrostatic interactions between water molecules and excess charge are dominant, with the number of hydrogen bonds and entropy of water molecules relatively unchanged as the defect moves along the water chain. A unit cell of length L with N dipoles of magnitude on a 1D lattice at distance is replicated periodically. All dipoles are oriented parallel to the axis, except for two orthogonal ones associated with the excess charge and D defect, respectively. The excess proton carries in addition a charge q, equivalent to a charged L defect. Two chains of dipoles emanate from the excess charge in opposite directions and meet in a D defect at a distance z n nL=N, due to the periodic boundary conditions. Approximating sums by integrals according to the EulerMacLaurin theorem, neglecting higher order terms, and summing the remaining lattice sum analytically [24] , one obtains for the free energy of interaction between the excess charge and the D defect at distance z: 
Fz ÿ
where c ÿ ln4, 0:5772 . . . is Euler's constant, and x dlnÿx=dx is the psi function. Fz is the energy of two effective charges 2= and q ÿ 2= at distance z n in a 1D system of period L, normalized to Fz L=2 0. For the water model used in our simulations, the effective charges are 2= 0:4e and q ÿ 2= 0:6e and the excess proton and the D defect repel each other Coulombically [Fz 1=z for L ! 1]. The predictions of Eq. (1) for different system sizes depicted as solid lines in the top panel of Fig. 3 agree perfectly with the numerically determined free energies. Note that the parameters hj z ji 0:474 Ae, N=L 2:42 Å were determined directly from the structure and dipole moments of the water chain projected onto the tube axis, not from fitting [25] . Similar dipole moments were obtained from a CPMD simulation of a water chain without excess proton inside a (6,6) nanotube [26] . Maximally localized Wannier functions [27] yield an average dipole moment of hj z ji 0:471
Ae along the tube axis, such that effective charges of excess proton and defects obtained from CPMD are essentially identical to those of the EVB water model.
The interactions between charge and D defect strongly affect the dynamics of the excess charge in the periodically replicated tube. Charge and defect are forced to diffuse together, with the apparent diffusion constant of the excess charge being that of a charge-defect pair. The mean square displacement of the excess charge is shown in Fig. 4 (top) . In a small system (N 12), the regime of coupled diffusion is quickly reached ( 1 ps); for larger systems, the transient time becomes longer and for N 48 the linear regime of coupled diffusion is not reached within 20 ps.
This behavior is even more apparent from the time derivatives of the mean square displacements, as depicted in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 . After reaching an initial peak of about 17 A 2 ps ÿ1 all curves relax towards a value of about 4 A 2 ps ÿ1 , corresponding to the apparent diffusion constant D H of the excess charge in the periodic system. This value agrees well with that reported before for the proton in a periodic 1D water chain [9] . The time needed to reach the plateau grows with increasing system size due to the growing average distance between excess charge and D defect. The diffusion constant D of the charge-defect pair is related through 1=D 1=D MD simulations of an excess proton in an open (rather than periodic) chain of water molecules allow us to determine the ''true'' proton diffusion constant, uncoupled from the motion of the D defect [28] . We find that the excess charge is preferentially located at the center of the water chain, i.e., the excess proton is effectively repelled by the end points of the water chain. This has been observed in earlier simulations using empirical force fields [8] and in ab initio simulations [29, 30] , and can be rationalized within the electrostatic model, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3 (bottom) . The effective interaction Fz =q ÿ 2=1=z 1=L ÿ z ÿ 4=L in this model is that of a charge q ÿ 2= located at the position of the excess proton interacting Coulombically with two charges = located at the end points of the chain. The predictions of the model agree perfectly with the numerical results. Figure 5 shows the mean square displacement hz 2 ti of an excess proton in an open chain of N 120 water molecules. Whenever the excess proton separated from the tube center by more than 20 water-water distances we placed the proton back to the tube center. We properly account for the repositioning in the calculation of the mean square displacement. This procedure minimizes effects caused by the finite length of the water chain with effectively charged ends. Brownian dynamics simulations indicate that the systematic error in the diffusion coefficient arising from the curved free energy profile is smaller than the statistical uncertainty. The same figure also includes mean square displacements for an L and a D defect in the open water chain. The time derivatives of these mean square displacements are displayed in the bottom panel of Fig. 5 The large diffusion coefficient of a proton in the interior of a water-filled carbon nanotube has important implications for proton translocation through biological membranes [1, 11] . Since protons can move quickly through pores, the dynamical bottleneck limiting protonic currents must be related to the entry of the excess charge into the tube. Thus, future work will be directed towards understanding the passage of protons and OH . These parameters were determined by fit to ÿk B T lnr, where r is the radial density profile of a single water molecule in a rigid and periodically replicated 6; 6 armchair-type carbon nanotube with parameters as in Ref. [11] .
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